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Introduction

Most small businesses don’t have a great online 
presence, and some don’t have one at all. And with-
out a good site, they’re missing vital sales opportunities 
– and they know it, but they’re not always sure what 
they need to do to fix the problem. So as a service 
provider, what can you do to help them address their 
pain points and build business online? 

Veloxsites engaged InsightONE, a specialist market-
ing and research consulting agency, to answer those 
questions. They conducted extensive interviews 
with service providers and SMBs to find out exactly 
what SMBs want in their online presence, to under-
stand how service providers are meeting (or not 
meeting) those needs, and determine how to give 
them what they’re looking for.

The results of the research show that the SMBs that 
do have sites don’t have time to optimize them or 
they find the available tools too hard to use. They 

also indicate that a surprising number (20%) 
don’t have an online presence at all. Do-it-
yourself (DIY) is too much work for SMBs, and 
do-it-for-me (DIFM) is often too expensive for the 
service provider. There is real value in provid-
ing SMBs with automated websites and digital 
product offerings. 70% of SMBs just want digital 
marketing done for them, and a further 10% are 
planning to migrate from DIY to DIFM.

However, customer take-up on both DIY and DIFM 
models is low, with very little growth and unprof-
itable results for the service provider. According 
to the research, that’s because service providers 
simply aren’t giving this market what they want. 
In this eBook, you’ll learn five important facts 
about SMBs and their sites, with key insights into 
their needs and motivations, and get five impor-
tant tips on winning their business.
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Facts about 
what SMBs 
want from 
online 
presence
What do SMBs want from their online presence and why 
aren’t they getting it? DIY and DIFM solutions don’t work. 
DIY is too much work and SMBs lack the time and skills 
to build their own websites. DIFM is also very time- 
consuming for SMBs and too expensive for service providers. 
So how can you provide them with a solution that DOES 

work for their needs? You have to start by understanding 
what those needs are. These five facts about SMB sites 
give you that insight. 

5
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Most SMBs already have an online presence
Based on service provider and SMB interviews, 20% of SMBs don’t have websites – not 50%, as consistently reported by various 
sources over the years. And among the 80% that do, only 5% have responsive sites. That means 75% are missing out on SEO 
ranking, device and mobile visibility, call to action responses and opportunities to be found locally. 

The good news? Six out of 10 SMBs are considering refreshing their website in the next two years.  

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5
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SMBs are not website experts
According to service providers (including a digital services agency) two out of three SMBs are 
not educated about website optimization solutions. These numbers match the proportion 
that contract digital services companies for implementation.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

“Once they understand what 
their website needs to do to 

increase sales opportunities, 
80% just want it DONE.””

SMB 
Digital
Experience

70% 
Don’t Understand Digital Presence 
Solutions / Benefits
(e.g. SEM, responsive, mobile, etc.)

20%
Aware of Digital Presence Strategies

10%
Invest in Digital Presence Strategies

Fact 2
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SMBs want someone 
who understands 
their needs
Program success requires touch or fulfillment and a 
demonstrated understanding of the SMB’s business 
and needs. Selling them things they don’t want or 
need in their lifecycle doesn’t help anyone. In fact, 
it erodes trust and makes them wary of any service 
provider offering digital services. 

SMBs want genuine value that grows their business – 
they’re not looking for someone to sell them services 
they don’t need. Having a provider they can trust is 
their #1 priority.

After trust, the top services they want are to be found 
locally, a quality website, social media presence and a 
responsive site. 

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

Trust. A service provider that understands them, makes them 
feel secure and taken care of, and meets their needs

To be found locally to generate calls, traffic and sales

A quality site with customized content and great images that 
reflect their brand

Social media tie-ins (e.g. blogs, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn)

Responsive sites that work well on all devices (e.g. desktop, 
smartphone, tablet) 

Ecommerce capabilities 

Order fulfillment capabilities (e.g. registration, product catalogue)

Understanding of strategy, implementation and maintenance 
deliverables

Minimal involvement – they want it done for them 

Simple, easy-to-understand metrics

Easy-to-use self-serve tools

Small business pricing

A content strategy that is done for them
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SMBs want it done for them
Small businesses don’t have time to build and optimize sites. 
Or they’re intimidated by the complexity of available site-
building tools. Or both. That’s why 70% want their digital 
marketing done for them, and a further 10% plan to migrate 
from do-it-yourself (DIY) to do-it-for-me (DIFM). 

That adds up to 80% who want their website development 
DONE for them. And, to add complexity, DIFMs want to un-
derstand what’s going on. They want to see results. But they 
don’t want to do it themselves. 

However, there’s a caveat, and it’s a big one:  they want ONLY 
what they need. Nothing more. Add in things that don’t fit 
their business or provide them with measurable value, and 
they’ll lose trust – and service providers will lose business.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5
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SMBs demand local presence 
The biggest reason website creation companies and service providers aren’t 
succeeding with SMBs? They’re not meeting the needs and expectations 
of their customers. SMBs expect automated websites to reflect their brand, 
convey enough information to qualify leads before personal contact, and help 
them get found locally so they can generate sales.  But these digital objectives 
are NOT being delivered today.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

SMBs Want Local Online Presence 
Local community online presence is more important than a website for generating leads 
and attracting prospects. Without access to solutions that truly help them succeed 
online, it isn’t surprising that 70% of SMBs have moved to social media tools, 
predominantly Facebook, to build awareness, capture feedback and attract new  
customers. In fact, a fair number of SMBs are building online presences that  
exclude websites, which means they’re missing vital sales opportunities.

SEO 
Optimization

Content 
Packages

Social
Media

Email Ecommerce

“I want my social media. I can 
see feedback on Facebook and 
know who is interested in my

products.”

30%

70%

30% 30%

“My site is not mobile or 
tablet responsive. I plan 
on redoing my site but it 

is too expensive.”

“I want my website to 
qualify prospects before 

they call. It saves me 
time and money.”

Capture leads, generate sales, increase foot
traffic and phone calls

Be found locally

Immediate visual impact through quality 
and differentiation

Brand consistency across all online channels

Provide information – scheduling, events, 
thought leadership

Online purchasing

Online registration, reservations

Shorter sales process, with content that 
provides sufficient info to qualify a lead
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Tips to help service providers 
win SMB business

Service providers are seeking new ways to service their 
SMB customers to achieve a number of objectives, including:

• Net higher profit margins
• Enhance customer lifecycle relationships
• Create product extensions to relevant 
   digital offers 
• Ensure clear points of differentiation in a 
   competitive marketplace

Our research shows that there’s a significant business 
opportunity in helping SMBs replace older, non-responsive 
sites, and in creating new sites for first-timers. In fact, demand 
for digital services (including new and replacement web-
sites) is very robust, with over 70% of small businesses 
indicating they need these services and are planning to 
purchase them within two years. 

However, there’s a wide gap between what SMBs want 
and what service providers can successfully provide. And 
unfortunately, online digital services are not an easy busi-
ness model. 

• Digital services earn less revenue
• Digital services are complex to sell and 
   costly to deliver
• End user take-up rates are low and the cost 
   of acquisition is high

Traditional website software solutions do not meet the 
needs of SMBs and their service providers. So how do you  
offer SMBs what they want while building your own  
success? Based on our research, here are five key tips  
to successfully delivering online presence to SMBs.  
  

5
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Get more digital services knowledge
There is a clear lack of knowledge of digital services among both SMBs and service provider sales reps. So it’s not surprising that reps 
have a hard time selling to SMBs.

Media and most directory companies are evolving into data media companies. In addition to offering online advertising products, 
they are now creating content to connect SMBs with networks and help them get found locally. One of their greatest frustrations is 
low sales and search results due to non-responsive websites. 

The solution? Build more responsive sites for SMBs. And to do that, you need to know what you’re talking about. The key to being able 
to sell your services successfully is knowledge. As a service provider, you must keep abreast of SMB barriers to adoption and renewal, 
and create service offerings that directly address these concerns.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

The primary barriers to adoption and renewal are visually poor websites that 
lack quality content and don't generate leads, traffic or calls.

Unattractively designed websites disappoint SMBs

Poor content that's not compelling or rich in decision-making information

No resulting leads or sales

Too much competition – can’t afford to be found by Google

Traditional media calls to action are generating sales so have all the budget
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SMB Barriers to Adoption & Renewal

“I want quality images on
my website. I want it to
look like a magazine.”

“After 100 blogs, I haven’t been
able to attribute any business

to my website or social media.”

Tip 1
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Build trust among SBMs 
SMBs don’t trust service providers in verticals offering digital 
services because they have a track record for not delivering 
on the needs of SMBs. As a result, non-digital service 
providers risk lower ARPUs and higher churn and attrition 
rates when cross-selling/offering digital products. 

Build trust throughout your customer lifecycle by offering 
SMBs products they need, when they need them. Make their 
needs your priority, and educate them about how the 
product will help their business grow.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

When SMBs work with a service provider they value the following as 
program success factors. It is interesting to note that of the top five 
success factors, only one is related to quality of service – they consider 
direct contact by phone or in person an overriding measure of success. 

01
Confidence and trust 

03
Sales leads, traffic, 
feedback, reviews, 
sales

05
Content programs 

02
Quality website 
with great images

04
A single dedicated 
account manager who 
understands my 
business, sells me only 
what I need and helps 
me achieve my objectives

Tip 2

SMB Program Success Factors
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Do it for them, when they need it 
SMBs either aren’t online or are unable to optimize online presence due to lack of time and the 
complexity of tools available. There is real value in automation; 70% of SMBs want digital marketing 
done for them, and a further 10% are planning to migrate from do-it-myself to do-it-for-me. But they 
only want what they need. 

Automate SMB websites for responsive optimization and provide modular add-on features and 
new products that are relevant to their needs as they mature through their lifecycle. Feedback 
from service providers reveal that current website development vendors provide black box programs 
that offer little to no flexibility. Provide that flexibility, and you’ll win SMB loyalty.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

“Don’t need a website, 
need an online ‘presence’ 

in their communities.”

“They don’t have the
confidence to build a 
website on their own.”

“Customer reviews on local
directories are more
important than page 

rankings.”

Sales leads 
and sales 

1

To be 
found locally 

2

A quality website 
that consistently 
perpetuates their 
unique brand

3

Social media for 
online presence (e.g. 
Blog, Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn) 

4

Ads (e.g. display 
ads, Google 
AdWords, 
Facebook ads)

5

Websites that are 
responsive, for 
desktop, mobile, 
tablet  

6

Automation 
– DIFM, 
self-serve

7

Order
fulfillment 

9

Ecommerce
8

Service Provider Feedback: What SMBs Want

Tip 3
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Provide solid content programs  
For sites to get the results SMBs need, regular content updates and online 
engagement tactics are a must. A number of media and publishing companies 
develop content assets that can be repurposed across the SMB digital 
environment. Directories are moving in this direction too. Plus, tier 2 financial 
institutions and payment processors are a good source of business tools (such 
as online accounting, expense management and ecommerce) that can help 
SMBs with growth. 

It’s no longer enough to just have a nice-looking site. Nice visuals are great, but 
it is quality content – current, useful info that provides real value to the end user 
– that draws both search engines and customers, prompting social media 
shares and return visits. As a service provider, you need to learn about the con-
tent options that are available and ensure you are offering content programs 
that meet SMB needs. 

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

Legacy of content: a history or library of content 
SMBs own that they want moved from print to web 
and included with each website upgrade

Content programs: service providers craft and 
disseminate online for SMBs

Among Service Providers SMB Program 
Success Factors

1

2

Ranked #5: content programs to optimize search for 
more opportunities to be found

Among SMB Program Success

1

Tip 4
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Get better analytics for 
improved customer data  
Service providers need better customer data. It’s the only 
way for your marketers, sales reps and product developers 
to really grasp what your SMB customers need at each stage 
of their business lifecycle. With current, ongoing knowledge, 
you can offer products and services that are relevant to the 
SMB at each maturity stage, develop new and relevant 
products, build trust, sustain lifecycle customer relationships 
and increase close rates.

Facts about what SMBs want from online presence5

“Sell them what they 
need, when they 

need it.”

“Offer, build and have them
 pay for what they need – 
not what they are being 

sold – to build trust.”

“They don’t know what they 
are buying, and when they 

see it on their bank 
statement, they cancel.”

Customization to match SMB needs as SMBs evolve 

Insights into relationship marketing to be able to offer and 
support new products as they are needed  

Analytics that help sales reps identify and understand where 
their SMB customers are in their business lifecycle
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Service Providers: Needs & Priorities

Tip 5
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Conclusion

Our research showed why it’s so hard to sell sites to SMBs: 

1. SMBs are sold products they don’t need or understand
2. SMBs don’t see results 
3. DIY is too much work for the SMB
4. DIFM is too expensive for the service provider

SMBs want their websites and digital marketing services DONE FOR 
THEM. But building customized sites and doing online marketing is 
time-consuming and expensive; SMBs don’t want to pay a premium 
price, and service providers end up working with a very small profit 
margin. This means automated provisioning is more relevant than 
ever. By automating the solutions they need so SMBs can access solu-
tions when they need them, service providers will increase customer 
satisfaction, build trust and nurture SMB success – and the result will 
be increased revenues.

Analytics also play a major role. Service providers can’t afford a high-
touch sales model. SMBs lack the time to engage and respond, espe-
cially if offers aren’t relevant. Using analytics to identify, segment and 
micro-target online presence solutions that match changing SMB 
needs is vital. Analytics reporting is also essential to track program 
progress and generate leads for service provider sales teams. Plus,  
it allows service providers to provide SMBs with regular reporting 
that tracks online activity for visibility and validation. 

Fulfillment services are the third key element to ensuring 
SMB loyalty and retention. It’s vital to offer customer on-
boarding training, sell-through support, and customized 
marketing and education assets and programs to educate 
both SMBs and sales teams. These services will help SMB 
customers successfully deploy and use offerings by service 
providers. 

With automated provisioning, analytics tools and fulfillment 
services, service providers will be able to provide SMB 
customers with the optimal digital offerings they need 
at the right time in their business lifecycle. And with more 
satisfied customers and higher levels of trust, the service 
provider can count on higher retention rates and ARPU.  
It’s a win-win situation for everyone. 
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Get a deep-dive 
research briefing 
with Veloxsites

Want more SMB facts and service provider tips? 

Contact Veloxsites for a more in-depth look into our research.

info@veloxsites.com

www.veloxsites.com  

mailto:info%40veloxsites.com?subject=I%20want%20deep-dive%20research%20briefing%20with%20Veloxsites
http://www.veloxsites.com
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Are you ready to 
get started?
Get a business opportunity assessment

- Identify your business opportunities 
   for customer acquisition and 
   retention potential. 

Run a proof of concept

- Test out Veloxsites’ automated
   provisioning with samples of new 
   and replacement websites that 
   meet each customer’s needs. 

info@veloxsites.com

www.veloxsites.com
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About Veloxsites  

Veloxsites delivers fully automated white label online 
presence solutions to service providers selling to small 
and medium businesses (SMBs). Providers can give their 
SMB clients the products and services they want, when 
they want them, creating additional digital services revenue 
streams and increasing SMB customer satisfaction. 
 
The Veloxsites Customer Analytics Suite uncovers digital 
business opportunities for service providers based on SMB 
needs. Veloxsites’ patented site generation technology 
then automatically provisions delivery of the right digital 
offers to SMB customers, instantly. 
 
Payment processors, directory publishers and media 
companies use Veloxsites to increase sell-through rates, 
reduce churn, add value, and improve marketing effec-
tiveness. For partners, Veloxsites provides a competitive 
differentiator that builds trust and increases customer 
satisfaction for increased revenues. 
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